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Introduction

Metro line 14 extension south:  
a GPE link
While the 14@ORY project’s Activity 1  studied the context 
of the metro line 14 north and south extensions within the 
scope of the Grand Paris Express commissioning, Activity 2, 
summarised here, examines the profiles and expectations of 
the line’s customers in general and tourists in particular. The 

customer and benchmark studies which have been conduc-
ted aim, on one hand, to better identify the needs to satisfy  
and on the other hand, the services which must be designed 
in order to improve the customer journey of metro line 14 
passengers, in all their diversity. 

© RATP
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Metro line 14 uses  
and users: 
Status and perspectives

Part 1 

2- BVA/Line 14 Origin-Destination survey, December 2019

Main characteristics of metro 
line 14’s users
Metro line 14 was commissioned in 1998 and currently 
serves 13 stations over 13.9 km. It registers over 308,000 trips 
daily. The main characteristics of its users are provided in the 
diagram below. 
The results of surveys currently being conducted to assess 
both user satisfaction and the extension’s impact on their 
practices will guide design of the services required for the 
line by 20242. 

A substantial share 
of occasional  
and one-time trips
Occasional or one-time trips (once a month or less) 
currently represent 37% of all metro line 14 trips. 
These occasional trips are more often made by 
passengers residing in Paris (46% vs 41% for all trips), 
however, they are also taken by a larger share of 
French people from anywhere outside the Paris region 
and by foreigners, as well as group passengers (5% vs 
3%), who are slightly more “encumbered” (luggage 
and/or strollers). 

FOCUS ON…
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Metro line 14 as viewed by 
current users: the better 
student in the network  
Overall satisfaction
Evaluated in 2019, the overall metro  line 14 customer 
satisfaction rating was 23, which makes it the most popular 
metro line (with a 28 rating for line customers only). 

Metro line 14 also happens to be the only metro line with 
as much ridership to obtain the 5-star level of the European 
Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) diploma in 
France. Though there is room for improvement in terms 
of human presence and daily service offers, this diploma 
recognises many metro line 14 service performances (safety, 
punctuality, cleanliness, energy savings, quality of staff work 
life, etc.)

A more detailed analysis shows the line is especially appre-
ciated for its regularity and punctuality, its on-board comfort, 
its cleanliness, the sense of security, the feeling that staff 
members are at passenger service, and real-time display.

Ranking of the most and least popular 
stations
The satisfaction survey conducted prior to the metro line 14 
extension north commissioning in 2021, places Olympiades, 
Madeleine, and Pyramides stations as the top 3 most popu-
lar stations with passengers for cleanliness, signage quality, 
overall sense of security, traffic regularity and punctuality, 
train cleanliness, and on-board comfort. 
Châtelet, Gare de Lyon, and Bercy stations are not as well 
ranked with slightly lower indicators for cleanliness, practica-
lity, and sense of security. 

Accessibility, a key satisfaction factor
In order to maintain metro line 14’s level of excellence, 
viewing a customer journey through the lens of accessibility 
in the broad sense - people with reduced mobility, wheelchair 
users, and passengers with luggage - remains a priority. Metro 
line 14 facilities, which are completely accessible, considers 
remarks from surveys conducted with wheelchair users and 
people with reduced mobility who use RATP public transport, 
even if occasionally. Metro line 14 is certified S3A (symbol 
of welcome, support, and accessibility since 2018) and Cap 
Handéo certification is planned for 2021. The line extension 
should also consider primary concerns regarding lift availa-
bility, operation of extended trip fare validators, intercom 
operation, and staff member availability. Wheelchair user 
feedback also specifically highlights a cohabitation issue 
between customers potentially encumbered with luggage 
and/or strollers choosing to take the lifts and wheelchair 
users who consider the lifts reserved for themselves. This 
rivalry over use should be dealt with, particularly by making 
support mechanisms available for passengers with luggage.

Most recent 
changes
Despite having been measured during 
an atypical year marked by the health 
crisis, the indicators changed in 
2020 compared with 2019 to achieve 
an overall satisfaction rating of 38. 
Positive changes were noticed in the 
following areas: real-time display, 
regularity and punctuality, proper fare 
validator operation, on-board public 
announcement quality, and signage. 
In contrast, a slight downgrade was 
reported regarding staff member 
response to requests made to them 
as a result of their mass mobilisation 
within the scope of the northern 
line extension in December. Overall, 
satisfaction was up 15 points in 2020.

FOCUS ON...

3- This rating is calculated by: percentage of scores between 9 and 10 - percentage of scores between 0 and 6  



An anticipated extension, 
despite a few concerns
High expectations overall...
Metro line 13 malfunctions as well as poor service in nor-
thern Paris (Stade de France) and at Orly airport (Orlyval, 
Orlybus) crystallise the discontent and justify high expecta-
tions in terms of metro line 14 extensions north and south. 
87% of people living in the Paris region – and 92% of metro 
line 13 users - consequently believe these extensions are 
necessary. They see in this extended automated metro line 
the prospect for more consistency, speed, frequency, comfort, 
safety, and also expect an efficient Orly airport service. 

... tinged with a few concerns  
Following Grand Paris Express commissioning, 36% of 
people living in the Paris region will use metro line 14 com-
pared with 28% currently. Anticipated as an escape route, 
particularly by metro line 13 passengers, this extension south 
will result in increased ridership, which also raises concerns 
in terms of safety, atmosphere, reliability, and comfort: one 
in three people living in the Paris region fear that the level 
of safety on metro line 14 will deteriorate and one in four 
that network shortcomings will increase. Current line users 
and people living close to the southern section are especially 
in need of reassurance. 

© RATP - GettyImages

74% 
of people living in the Paris region are aware 
metro line 14 will be extended, this rate 
increases to 92% for residents living close to 
the line’s current and future route.

© RATP - Bruno MARGUERITE
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Who are tomorrow’s  
line 14 users?  
Northern section: impacts on the use of other 
transport modes 
New passengers will include former motorists since 64% of 
future metro line 14 users will either drive less or not at all 
(18%). 
But it’s also metro line 13 customers who will come to metro 
line 14 looking for better transport conditions, with a decline 
of nearly 40% in metro line 13 users. On a smaller scale, 
impacts on RER lines will still be around 29% in the north 
and 20% in the south for RER line B; 25% in the north and 
19% in the south for RER line C. 

Southern section: better network,  
better service
Both GPE commissioning and the metro line 14 extension 
south will penalise other transport modes used to travel to 
Orly, such as Orlyval, Orlybus, taxis, and chauffeur-driven 
vehicles. Even more so than for the northern section, future 
users plan to reduce (84%) or altogether stop (21%) using 
private cars for their trips. In contrast, and because the 
region’s south is not as well served by other rail transport, 
switch overs to metro line 14 from metro line 13 (22%), RER 
line B (25%) and C (29%) are projected to be lower.

Three major changes
All user profiles will increase in number, with three major 
changes: 
• an increase in one-time passengers (+7 points), especially 

to Orly airport, with a simultaneous progression of retirees 
(up 15 to 19%) 

• a sharp rise in users from inner suburb municipalities 
(44% with GPE commissioning compared with 32% 
currently) 

• a change in the sociological profile of customers, with a 
progression of the socio-professional categories, notably on 
the northern section.

© RATP



Tourism and  
public transport: 
which practices and expectations 
should be considered to improve 
metro line 14 services? 

Current Paris-Île-de-France 
tourist profile
French tourists, international tourists
Paris-Île-de-France is one of the world’s most attractive tou-
rist destinations, catering to both French (56%) and interna-
tional (44%) tourists with different characteristics: older, with 
a more significant share of retirees, French tourists choose 
the region for shorter stays; they also tend to stay with 
friends or relatives more often than international tourists. 
Among international tourists, there are two profiles: local 
visitors (neighbouring European countries) who favour short 
stays, with the option of returning (these are “repeaters” for 
the destination), as opposed to “distant” visitors. 

Arrivals/departures by air
Although two thirds of foreign tourists travel to or from 
Paris by plane, the share is much lower for French tou-
rists (17% arrive by plane, 14% depart by plane). Among 
tourists coming from outside of Europe, the Chinese and 
the Brazilian are those who travel by plane the most often. 
Within Europe, the English and the German are those who 
travel by plane the least.
 

Part 2

© RATP - GettyImages

50.3 million 
tourist arrivals in Île-de-France in 2019  

31% 
of tourists arrive by plane
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Tourists and public transport:  
what practices and what level of satisfaction? 
On arrival and departure, from and to Orly
Taxis (62%) and private car use (rental or personal, 19%) are the preferred 
transport modes to and from Orly airport. Serenity, luggage management, and 
ease are some of the reasons cited, to which, for business travel, the possibi-
lity of reimbursement can be added.  

Future air traffic and metro line 14 ridership
Projections related to air traffic – prior to the Covid-19 crisis – were announ-
cing double the number of passengers between 2020 (4 billion) and 2040 
(8 billion). Though more significant for Roissy, this change will also concern 
Orly, the traffic of which should have go from 31.9 to 40.3 million passengers 
between 2019 and 2025. 
Beyond the quantitative approach, the passenger profile analysis is also 
interesting, for anticipating the impacts of this growth in ridership for the 
metro line 14 extension south. Although French passenger share is down, due 
to competition from the TGV, this decline is compensated by the presence of 
Schengen area passengers, fans of city-breaks. More European, more prolific 
users of low-cost flights, future Orly customers should also be more family-
oriented, these are many characteristics that will impact the profile of future 
Île-de-France region tourists. Orly airport facilities (where a multi-modal hub 
is planned) and the design of streamlined services for metro line 14 should 
take this into consideration.

Future access to 
Orly airport
Presently served by motorways A6, 
A10, and A86, the Orly airport 
platform can also be accessed using 
public transport, by means of tram line 
7 or via RER suburban line B combined 
with the Orlyval automated metro. 
In the future, this service will become 
more efficient with the metro line 14 
extension and the Grand Paris 
Express line 18 commissioning. Over 
86% of French tourists and 78% of 
international tourists will use metro 
line 14 (as long as the Orly-Paris Centre 
ticket price with light luggage does not 
exceed €10). 

FOCUS ON...

During the stay: taxi, metro, RER, or bus? 
Foreigners at 44%, tourists who responded to the survey 
conducted during the summer indicated a massive use of 
the metro (91%), but less use of the RER (45% on average, 
50% for French tourists), the bus (34%), and the tram (18%) 
networks. 
Beyond the major trends, it appears Chinese tourists don’t 
use the metro as much as others, but rather buses (65%), 
like Russian tourists. Public transport use is more pro-
nounced during the day (95%) than in the evening (65%).
As for taxis, they are mostly used by international tourists 
(54% of Chinese, 40% of Russians), and used very little, on 
the other hand, by French tourists (10%). Both French and 

foreign tourists (12%), especially Americans and Russians, 
are increasingly opting for chauffeur-driven vehicles. Self-
service bicycle use and car sharing remains marginal. 

Satisfaction: a little, very, not at all?  
94% of surveyed tourists say they are satisfied with public 
transport, particularly regarding the level of service and the 
time range offered. Foreign tourists (96%) are more satisfied 
than the French (90%), with nuances depending on natio-
nality: an average of 21 points, all nationalities included, 
the NPS (see box) thus amounts to + 62 with Brazilians and 
- 13 with Japanese, who are the most critical.
Although over 9 in 10 tourists are generally satisfied with 
Île-de-France public transport, this changes to only 2 in 3 

TRANSPORT MODES USED FOR THE 
CHATELET-ORLY ROUTE….

… WITH GRAND PARIS EXPRESS ALONE OR  
AS A COUPLE AND NO BULKY LUGGAGE

with a price variation for the trip with

35 min, €12/adults, €6/children

FRENCH
TOURISTS

INTERNATIONAL
TOURISTS

40 min, €9.5/pers.

Taxi: 50 min, between €30 and €40

27 min, €XX/pers.

Other transport modes



when asked to judge the cleanliness of facilities, luggage 
management, and on-board crowding; even to 1 in 2 for the 
French tourist category. The latter also more severely judges 
the price-quality ratio (65% satisfaction) and the network’s 
level of accessibility for people with reduced mobility (49% 
satisfaction).  

Transport tickets:  
difficulties identifying them  
Although always positive, satisfaction levels in terms of the 
transport ticket offer (77%) are lower than overall satisfac-
tion. The diversity of the transport tickets proposed (Île-de-
France region ticket, Ticket t+, T+ contactless, Navigo Jour 
pass, Paris Visite travel pass, Paris Région Pass, Mobilis pass) 
makes the offer difficult to understand for international 
tourists who struggle to optimise their choice. The Ticket t+ 
is therefore used most often, across all tourist categories, to 
the detriment of more suitable passes. 
Maximising customer satisfaction will therefore also require 
changes in ticketing. The extended metro line 14 will need to 
consider the demand for paperless ticket solutions consistent 
with passenger needs. 

What expectations should 
be considered to improve 
the metro line 14 tourist 
experience?  
French tourists, foreign tourists:  
different expectations
While domestic tourists are more demanding when it comes 
to cleanliness, comfort during peak hours, and ticket prices, 
those from abroad, equally concerned with cleanliness, are 
also looking for luggage management solutions and mea-
sures that will facilitate communication, particularly in the 
case of non-French-speaking respondents. 

The concept of a journey  
adapted to tourists 
From consideration of travel imagery, which is constructed 
well before departure, to consolidation of customer capital, 
to their return to the Paris-Île-de-France region, including 
trip preparation, particularly via social networks, and the per-
sonalised support to ensure for the time of the stay, several 
key steps need to be considered when designing a journey 
adapted to tourists’ level of expectation. 
Entry points (train stations, airports, transport operators, 
etc.), the in-trip experience (assist, enhance the experience, 
successfully interact with digital tools, etc.), and departure 
conditions (travel coordination, adherence to schedules, 
stress management) must consequently be the subject of 
particular attention. It is therefore worthwhile to consider 
the tourist’s need for information, ahead of the trip, with 
videos and tutorials, to help with airport terminal itineraries 
and understand the transport network that serves their ter-
minal and the fares they propose. This expectation explains 
why RATP created the “Visit Paris” section on its website, 
with information in 9 languages and links to partner tourist 
sites, as well as an online option to purchase public transport 
tickets in advance.  

Net promoter score 
(NPS)
This customer satisfaction and loyalty 
indicator measures the propensity or 
probability that customers or users 
will recommend a product, a brand, 
or a service to others. It represents the 
difference between the percentage of 
service promoters (ratings of 9 and 10) 
and the percentage of service detractors 
(ratings of 0 to 6). 

FOCUS ON...

© RATP - GettyImages
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For all: strong demand for digital tools
This demand is very high (over 90%) for Chinese, Brazilians, 
and Russian respondents, who especially struggle with the 
language barrier, the use of mobile applications and websites 
to get around is less important for French respondents. All 
tourists however believe they get reliable and efficient infor-
mation from mainstream sites and applications, especially 
when delivered in their own language. 
Two thirds of tourists use digital tools beforehand, to orga-
nise their trips, mostly to search itineraries (75%), schedules 
(60%), and maps (57%), and to a lesser degree, to get infor-
mation on tourist sites (26%).

96% 
of tourists use digital tools, in the form of appli-
cations (84%) and websites (79%)

51% 
of French tourists and 79% of foreign tourists 
use Google as their primary source of travel 
information

22% 
of tourists who use public transport use at least 
one social network within the scope of their stay 
for their public transport trips

Business tourists: specific practices and needs
Mainly French (66.7%), the business market represents more socio-professional categories (43.1%) than the tourist average, 
also more repeaters (90.8%). They travel alone at 60.5% (+25 points compared to all markets), arrive and depart most often by 
train (over 40%), with Paris-Île-de-France as their sole destination (82.4%). Focused on business meetings, this market engages 
in less activity than all other markets, without denying itself a museum visit or a walk in the city (6 in 10 take advantage). Their 
satisfaction rate in terms of public transport is about 10 points lower (roughly 82%) than that of other markets. 

FOCUS ON...

© RATP

Source: Tourist use of public transport and digital tools in the Ile-de-France 
region/BVA._February 2020

Information sought

Itineraries

Schedules

Maps

Trip duration

Prices

Information on tourist sites

Information on transport

Traffic status and conditions

Transport ticket purchasing methods

Travel schedule

Passenger assistance

significant positive differences compared to overall
significant negative differences compared to overall



The priorities 
of an enhanced service offer 

Part 3 

Clearly identify the types of 
passenger, to better meet the 
needs of all
Four passenger types
The studies conducted, involving 1,000 people living in the 
Paris region and over 2,000 tourists, point to four passenger 
profiles (independent, autonomous, uncertain, dependent) 
that differ according to their need for a human presence in 
the metro and the type of information and assistance they 
expect. 
A service design approach centred on welcoming was carried 
out to create, alongside a panel of users, a basic offer and 
to assess, regarding different points and items, the level of 
customer satisfaction it generates according to their typology. 
The information gathered will contribute in designing the 
future service offer for the extended line 14.

What services, where?  
First, it appears the independent, autonomous, uncertain, 
and dependent profiles don’t share the same priorities when 
it comes to facilities and service availability. While passenger 
information is favoured by the independent (75%) and auto-
nomous (48%) profiles, the uncertain and dependent profiles 
place a priority on humanising facilities (28% and 41% 

respectively) and on transport ticket purchasing conditions 
(28% and 26%). The key points that determine satisfaction 
are therefore not the same for everyone. Consequently, the 
reference journey needs to be broadened to fully reconcile 
the expectations of the different customer types.

Identify the key issues to satisfy all 
customers 
By subjecting the customers surveyed to a theoretical offer, 
including 13 additional services compared to the basic offer, 
the overall level of customer satisfaction rises from 53% to 
83%. These services concern both station entrance (mul-
ti-information touchscreen terminals) and the station itself 
(presence of staff members, information screens, signs), the 
platforms (display of train loading rate, security officers), 
the trains (geolocation screens, security officers), as well as 
digital tool performance (information and paperless ticket 
purchases on site or RATP app).
Because international tourists of the dependent type and 
uncertain customers are the two most difficult categories to 
satisfy, the objective of the 14@ORY project is to successfully 
meet their expectations. Above all, this depends on a strong 
human presence to assist and especially reassure, but also on 
the attention paid to the facilities in various spaces, real and 
virtual, with, in order of priority, the station (chat rooms and 
halls), platforms, trains, and associated digital space. 

© RATP
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Different considerations  
depending on the audience 
Expectations of future occasional customers 
More sensitive to the human presence in stations, to ensure 
safety, guidance, and flow management, but also in trains, 
occasional passengers are less attached to Internet access in 
trains or to the ridership rate in cars than regular customers. 
They also attach more importance to the commissioning of 
bus links to metro line 14. 

People living in the Paris region seeking 
efficiency
Under normal circumstances, people living in the Paris 
region expect the following, in that order: real-time traffic 
information, clean and accessible restrooms, and the instal-
lation of clearly visible videosurveillance cameras for reassu-
rance. On the flip side, they show little interest in co-working 
spaces, sales events, or even in currency exchange or tax 
refund desks in stations. 
In the case of traffic disruptions, the need for more of a 
human presence in stations, on platforms, and at informa-
tion counters climbs considerably on their list of priorities. 

Increased expectations of international 
tourists 
Although French and international tourists place the same 
three items (safety, real-time information, and human pre-
sence/personalised assistance) as their top priorities, the lat-
ter are much more attached than the former to the presence 
of connected areas and charging sockets for their phones, 
dedicated tourist help desks, food services, and information 
about Paris. Likewise, foreign tourists are quite logically more 
inclined to want luggage preregistration services in certain 
metro line 14 stations and assistance from staff members 
who speak several languages. Finally, the biggest differences 
concern the presence of a bar-snacking area in stations 
(expected by 87% of international tourists vs 63% of French 
tourists), appropriate media for working in trains (70% vs 
54%), as well as sales events in stations (70% vs 41%).

Cleanliness, 
comfort, 
atmosphere: basic 
expectations 
The attention paid to cleanliness and 
station facilities (restrooms, changing 
tables, hand sanitiser dispensers) 
is real, as well as that paid to train 
comfort and accessibility, while 
prioritising intake capacity, to the 
detriment of seating capacity. In terms 
of atmosphere, customers are sensitive 
to music, the presence of exhibits and 
books in stations, and, more generally, 
to the creation of a distinct universe in 
each station. Sports history and culture 
could, for instance, inspire Stade de 
France station design. 
Some passengers would incidentally 
be interested by the installation in 
stations of services that are currently 
not very developed in the Paris metro: 
co-working, snacking, and lounging 
areas; concierge service, click & collect; 
convenience stores, and souvenir shops. 
Also mentioned was the possibility of 
having a mini bar or a food service in 
trains. 

FOCUS ON...



Reinforce human presence, 
a prerequisite for most 
customers
Human presence: availability and safety
Passengers want a larger human presence in stations, to 
ensure personalised assistance, including in foreign lan-
guages, and provide a safe and secure environment. They 
would also like to see staff members manage passenger flow 
entering and exiting trains, and be alerted by users in the 
event of a problem. 
Wanted in coordination with and not in opposition to digi-
talisation, human presence is a prerequisite for most of this 
automated metro line’s customers, especially for internatio-
nal tourists. 
Expectations in terms of humanisation can be broken down 
at both the functional and emotional levels: this is not only 
about responding to passenger information and assistance 
needs, particularly when traffic is disrupted or saturated, but 
also about acting on the needs of some for attention and 
reassurance. 

Where is a human presence expected?  
The ticket hall is a core centre and the privileged meeting 
place of staff members and customers, for information, 
sales, guidance, and assistance. At least two staff members 
should be positioned there, 5 to 6 in the bigger stations. In 
the event of disruptions or busy periods, it is appropriate to 
double the workforce. 
On the platforms, their role is one of daily reassurance and 
their presence is essential in the event of disruptions, which 
involves providing for two staff members per platform. 
The presence of staff members in the halls is only useful 
during busy periods to manage passenger flow; in the trains, 
it is only intended to contribute to the sense of security. 
As for mobile staff members, though there are more inter-
national tourists who expect this kind of assistance during 
normal periods, people living in the Paris region are more 
demanding regarding this service in the event of traffic 
disruptions or busy periods. 

Orly service:  
specific expectations 
Generally speaking, future users would like to have 
access to bilingual staff members, cultural and tourist 
information for Paris and its region, luggage storage 
facilities in stations, a currency exchange or tax refund 
desk, and real-time train and station display of flight 
and train schedules. Business passengers and families 
also post other requests, in terms of time range and 
implementation of shuttles from hotels to metro line 
14, for the former; sliding scale fares, facing seats, and 
space for strollers, for the latter. 

FOCUS ON...

© RATP
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Assistance, 
information, 
and human 
presence for 
tourists
With regard to tourists, metro 
line 14 staff members must 
fulfil several assistance missions 
(at tourist counters and on the 
move), providing information (on 
the journey to Orly, during the 
stay in Paris), as well as assistance 
and communication in a foreign 
language. During busy periods 
or disruptions, they must also 
be able to provide personalised 
information by considering 
real-time flight schedules and 
alternative routes. 

FOCUS ON...
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Digital tools, Internet:  
essential services 
A highly connected metro line, for a growing 
use of digital tools
WiFi in stations and trains, access to 4/5G, availability of 
charging sockets for smartphones, passengers want to expe-
rience their journey while remaining connected to their tools. 
They also expect high-tech open-access equipment: interac-
tive maps, touchscreen terminals, seats fitted with tables in 
trains, etc. Their relation to transport is generally considered 
to be very virtual, whether it is ticketing or mobile applica-
tions, mainly used to gather information about their trips. 
74.4% of people living in the Paris region who have a mobile 
phone with Internet use it on public transport.
In view of this exponential development of smartphone use 
with Internet, the issue of Internet access during travel on 
public transport has become an essential one. Based on a 
benchmark involving 36 international stakeholders, a com-
prehensive study, conducted in 2016, explored the economic 
models of digital services offered to passengers, WiFi connec-
tivity issues, websites, applications, and digital advertising.

What connected services in stations 
and trains?
Implementing a WiFi service in public transport, as in 
shopping centres, can meet the practically permanent 
connection needs of customers, develop their loyalty, build 
new ridership, and help better understand their needs and 
habits. The benchmark conducted in 2020 involving diffe-
rent stakeholders, and notably 110 metro networks around 
the world, makes the case for quality connectivity, which is 
necessarily free, andincreasingly favours station and train 
coverage by development of the 4G, and soon, 5G networks 
of telecom operators, rather than by WiFi connectivity. 

A preferred option: 5G
In light of the expectations expressed by metro line 14 
customers, the announced surge in its ridership, 4G limita-
tions, technological developments, and the costs involved, a 
partnership with telecom operators ensuring deployment of 
a 4G/5G mobile network capable of working in tunnels is the 
preferred option. 

In the Paris urban area, 
83% 
of residents own a smartphone,

82% 
use Internet every day, 

74% 
connect to Internet via the 4G network, 

38% 
watch replay programmes or downloaded or 
streaming VOD on their mobile phones.

The customer 
experience proposed 
by Aéroports de Paris: 
case study 
A single telephone number available to all 
passengers 24/7, deployment of an extensive 
WiFi network, and numerous touchscreen 
terminals with access in 11 languages, a 
concierge service, post offices, as well as 
lounging areas and entertainment zones: 
the objective of Aéroports de Paris (ADP) is 
to guide its customers through their entire 
journey, with a wide range of services, 
including digital ones, adapted to the diversity 
of their needs. 
The “My Assistant” and “Paris Aéroport” 
applications make it possible to better respond 
to expectations in many areas (luggage 
management, parking reservation, choice 
of transport mode to get to and from the 
airport, real-time flight information, etc.). The 
free loyalty programme “My Paris Aéroport” 
also offers additional advantages (access to 
very high speed WiFi, promotions, discount 
vouchers). 

FOCUS ON...
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The door-to-door journey,  
a goal to achieve
MaaS: what is it?
Mobility as a Service, sometimes also called “Transportation 
as a Service”, provides its users, in a single digital tool, not 
only the multi-modal and inter-modal information they 
need to optimise their door-to-door trips (itineraries and 
schedules), but also the possibility of booking, purchasing, 
and validating their transport tickets for different modes and 
even benefiting from integrated mobility bundles.

Today, the door-to-door journey to and 
from Orly: what proposals? 
Depending on their expectations and constraints, different 
passengers have different priorities when choosing their 
mode of transport to and from the airport. While leisure 
passengers with no constraints will essentially make their 
choices based on price and comfort, leisure passengers with 

luggage and family will look for convenience, and business 
passengers will look for a simple and efficient solution. 
Expectations also differ depending on whether visitors are 
French or whether they come from abroad, depending on 
whether they’re coming from or going to the airport, all of 
which impact their choice of transport. Although French 
passengers use public transport more (84%) than foreigners 
(70%) to leave the airport, all passengers, regardless 
of nationality, use it much less for the home to airport 
journey (60%). Business passengers arriving from abroad 
overwhelmingly prefer taxis/chauffeur-driven vehicles (72%), 
while French people from anywhere outside the capital 
region choose public transport. When leaving Paris, primary 
concerns for all include time management, finding their way 
in the airport terminal, and the trip to the airport.
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Tomorrow, build an alternative offer to avoid saturation on metro line 14 
As a very attractive line, the metro line 14 extension to the airport will immediately result in an increase in the choice of the line 
(+ 35%) at the expense of Orlybus (- 51%), Orlyval (- 39%), the tram, and taxis/chauffeur-driven vehicles (- 24%). 
Because line saturation is highly likely, consideration should be given to alternative transport scenarios to guarantee customer 
satisfaction, door-to-door itineraries, especially for Orly service. Relieving metro line 14 congestion and avoiding it becoming a 
victim of its own success therefore requires finding transport solutions capable of meeting the diversity of passenger expectations 
(speed, reliability, luggage space, low cost, etc.). This means proposing a multi-modal offer based on a reinforced bus service 
that revolves around Orlybus and creating an additional route along metro line 14, supplemented by facilitation services and 
partnerships with taxis/chauffeur-driven vehicles. 

MaaS: what sustainable solution  
is expected?  
When the transport offer is increased, passenger information 
level becomes crucial in order to open passengers’ access to 
all transport modes. In this respect, MaaS is the most appro-
priate concept for guaranteeing comprehensive passenger 
information that covers all transport modes, for all everyday 
trips. At the moment, a certain number of stakeholders – 
public transport operators, private digital stakeholders, trans-
port authority – propose their own MaaS solution, it would 
be advisable between now and 2024 for the Île-de-France 
region to develop a unique and accessible MaaS solution for 
the entire population. 
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The best multi-modal offer scenario for peak hours on line 14 allows for a 35% reduction on line 14  
as the first choice to get to Orly.

With facilitator
services:

dedicated lane
+

advance 
reservation

possible

Development of 
current Orlybus*

Creation of an RATP bus line 
on the line 14 route

Implementation of preferred rates** 
with taxis/chauffeur-driven vehicles

of line 14
attractiveness

of line 14
attractiveness

of line 14
attractiveness

Analysis from trade-off
*New lines + additional stops, increase in frequency and capacity of current Orlybus
**For airplane ticket holders

of line 14
attractiveness

Source: Alternative modes to metro line 14 to and from Orly airport/Audirep._18 December 2020
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In conclusion

The analysis of customer expectations, depen-
ding on their use of public transport, in general, 
and of metro line 14 in particular, makes it 
possible to outline initial directions to eventually 
equip extended metro line 14 with human and 
technical mechanisms that will improve user 
satisfaction. The lessons learned from trials 
conducted by partners, such as Paris Aéroport, 
and RATP counterparts abroad also opens the 
door to interesting innovations, both to improve 
information and transport conditions for Paris-
Île-de-France tourists and to make the daily lives 
of people living in the Paris region more serene. 
Then there is the question of integrating the 
conclusions of studies currently being conducted 
by RATP teams, within the scope of the 14@ORY 
project, to the infrastructure that will ultimately 
equip extended metro line 14 and contribute to 
enhance its attractiveness and its performance. 

Based on these study conclusions, which are a 
very rich knowledge base, Activity 3 of the 14@
ORY project will be able to develop and propose 
service recommendations regarding not only 
physical spaces (infrastructure and vehicles), on 
a human dimension, that is, staff missions and 
attitudes, but also regarding the digital environ-
ment of both passengers and staff. The existence 
of the 14@ORY project reinforces the objective of 
the comprehensiveness and coherence customers 
must perceive, on the complex terrain that is an 
automated metro line during initial access to the 
Paris metropolitan area: to properly assist our 
visitors while inserting them into the daily flow 
of people living in the Paris region, such is the 
challenge posed by 14@ORY.
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